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BUITDTNG ON A'TRONG FOUNDATION
THE INTAND REFUGEE DETE]3TIINATION PROPO'AI'

BY JACK MARTIN

The Minister of Immigration has released a blueprint for
future policy and legislative change. The document is
called Building on a Strong Foundation for the 2 I st
Century: New Directions .fo, Immigration and Refugee
Policy and Legislation. It comes after Not htst Numbers,
the report of the Legislative Review Advisory Group, and
the consultations and criticisms which followed in its wake.
As its title indicates, it starts from a less alannist premise.

This article is an affempt to briefly swnmanze the report's
recommendations on inland refugee policy and legislation,
and to point out some issues raised by the
recommendations. In keeping with the spirit of brevity,
Building on a Snong Foundation.fo, the 2l st Century: New
Directions for Immigration and
Refugee Policy and Legislation
wiltr simply be referred to as the
White Paper.

A cynic might say that the goal
of the recommendations on
refugee determination is to give
Canada the best possible refugee
determination system and then to
make sure that no one can access
it. But a realist would see that
the recommendations, if caried
through, would give Canada a

half-decent, but seriously flawed,
system to which hardly anyone
access.

would be able to gain

The recommendations on refugee detennination are
propelled by two concerns of the Imnigration Department:
that the existing system has too many "layers" allowing
nnsuccessful refugee claimants to stay in Canadafor a long
time, and that improperly documented refugee claimants
pose a threat to the security of Canada. All of the
recommendations are related to these concems.

The relevant recorlmendations are contained in the
chapters, "Strengthening Refugee Protection" and

"Maintaining the Safety of Canadian Society." It is in the
latter that the White Paper recommends increased efforts at
interdiction and detention of refugee claimants who are
improperly documented.

The White Paper proposes to "enhance interdiction" by
"expanding the network of specially trained immig'ation
contro I o ffi c ers to interc ept improperly documented people
before they arrive in Canada." Of course, some of those
people are refugees. Refugees often have improper
documents because they cannot get proper docurnents
when they are fleeing their countries, or because--and this
is the flipside of interdiction--they are from countries
whose nationals require a visa to enter Canada, and
Canada will not give them such a visa if they admit to
being refugees. Therefore they may be forced to use
forged or altered documents to get past the specially
trained immigration control offi cers. Interdiction involve s

the placement of those officers at airports which refugees
coming to Canada are known to use. The effect is to
prevent refugees from reaching Canada.

The White Paper proposes that Immigration officers gain
access to passenger lists of flights bound for Canada. In
addition the report recommends the enlisting of airlines for
the scanning and electronic transmission of docunents of
boarding passengers. This would enable hnmigration to
determine what documents the passenger used to board the
plane, while the plane is still in flight.

Those claimants who managed to make it to Canada might
face detention upon arrival. The White Paper says:
"Refugee claimants who refuse to cooperate in
establishing their identity could be detained because of
security concenrs. Regular detention reviews would be
conducted and obligations would be imposed on the
govemment and the claimant to make efforts to establish
identity. "

This could be cruel and unusual if it means putting
pressure on claimants to contact the very authorities they
are fleeing. It should be noted that under the curent
system, claimants are only released from custody if they
establish that they are likely to show up for Immigration
interviews and proceedings, and that they are unlikely to
pose a danger to the public. Establishing their identity is
implicit in both considerations. Currently, ttre claimant's
identity is sometimes established by assurances by family
members or friends already in Canada,

The White Paper proposes that ttrere be a limitation period
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risk (or at least validating the fears they expressed the first
1,time around). In other cases, they have been able to
Itnarshal beffer evidence. In still another group of cases,

Refugee Division panels have been able to rectiff
particul arly egregious decisions of their colleagues. This
latter "remedy" should not be easily dismissed, since there
is no appeal on the merits now, or in the White Paper
proposals.

While taking away the right of a refugee to make a second
claim, and while not providing an opportunity for the
refugee claimant to reopen a refugee hearing to introduce
new facts, the White Paper recommends that there be more
cases selected for cessation, and proposes that the Minister
no longer be required to seek leave from the Chairperson of
the IRB before making an application to the Refugee
Division to vacate a determination that a person is a
Convention Refugee. Cessation and vacation are situations
inwhichthe Immigration and Refugee Board cantake away
someone's refugee status. In the case of cessation, it could
be because the situation in the refugee's country of origin
has changed for the better so that there is no longer a basis
for the refugee's fear. In the case of vacation, it could be
that the refugee had misrepresented a material fact, such as

stafus in a third country. Presently, "leave" is only granted

1J the Chairperson is satisfied that even with the existence

-f 
the new evidence, the board could have come to a

different conclusion. The White Paper does not provide
any evidence to show that the current "leave" requirement

Source: Immigration and RefuSee Board
(Collected by CCR)

has resulted in injustice.

once found to be a Convention refuge a, dperson can pply
for landing in Canada. It is a condition of landing that a
person establish his or her identity. Recoglizing that some
"improperly documented arrivals" do turn into
"undocumented Convention refugeos," the White paper
recommends that the waiting period for landing for such
persons be reduced from 5 years to 3 years. This class
would continue to be limited to claimants from countries
where there is no central authority to grant documents
(which presently means Som aliaand Afghanistan), and the
proposal still does not address the problem of Convention
refugees who are unable to obtain identification
documents from their cotrntries of origin for other reasons.

Building on a Strong Foundation is, on its face, less
provocative than Not hnt Numbers. It is also not nearly as
detailed or specific. But it will be important to express our
concerns now, because it may turn out that with respect to
the inland refugee system, the "foundation" it refers to is
not the existing system, but the harsh system proposed in
Not Just Numbers.

Jack Martin is the Director of the Refusee Law Office and
is a Member of the Executive of the Refugee Lawyers
Association.

Acceptance rate by country (countries with over
1000 claims finalized in 1998)

Country Decided Accepted Percentage
Sri Lanka 2921 2170 74o/o

ndia 1527 435 28%
China I 381 287 21%
ran I 378 915 66%

Pakistan { 310 561 43o/o

Congo, DR 1zil 688 55o/o

Algeria 1192 793 67%
Mexico 1179 297 25%
Czech Rep. ,| 048 738 7Oolo

IMNIIGRATION AI\D REFUGEE BOARD STATISTICS
JAI\ruARY - DECEMBER 1998

Percentages

Place Positive Negative Withdrawn Abandoned
+ otherc

Montr6al 38% 41% 60/o 14%

otuAtl 63% 26% 3% 8o/o

foronto 52% 30o/o 7% 11o/o

Calgary 46% 40% 8o/o 60/o

Vancouver 32% 25o/o 11o/o 32To

rOTAL u% 35% 7% 14%

REFU6EE UPDATE
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refugees in immediate danger in El Salvador and
Guatemala were admitted. However, currently this means
of admission is seldom used. Furthennore, when refugees
arrive in Canada through such means they often face long
delays in becoming landed. The White Paper and
statements the Minister has made suggest that she would
actually like a reduction in the overall use of Minister's
permits, As a result, it is hard to imagine what real
meaning this proposal can have ifthe minister is promoting
immediate resettlement of refugees needing protection,
while discouraging the use of Minister's Permits. An
alternative approach could be providing a refugee in need

of immediate protection another means of enty or status

which would be readily available to visa officers and help
ensure that when the refugee arrives in Canada she will
have a status which will allow her to integrate quickly.

The White Paper's interest in working closely with NGOs
is again similar to the proposals in the LRAG report.
LRAG seemed to propose NGOs being contracted to do the
selecting of refugees overseas. The White Paper proposes

an American Joint Voluntary Agency style role for NGOs
overseas who would pre-screen refrrgees before meeting a

rrisa officer. The development of "Overseas
Senrice Parfirers" is an idea that CIC has been

considering for some time and of which there
rvill likely be pilot projects on the horizon.
The proposal is driven by the decrease in
resources overseas and CIC's claim that it
has difficulty identiffing refugees. If this
model is to go forward it is important that it
be responsive to NGO concerns that refugees

benefit as a result of this partnership and that
this not simply become a way for the
government to cut costs by using NGOs. The

recommendation concerning the speedy

retrnification of resettled refugees with their
families is particularly welcorrre, since it is an issue not
raised in the LRAG report. Resettled refugees face

problems of family separation whether it is the separation

from immediate family or relatives that may have shared

the sarne household. When a refugee is reseffled she is

most often reseffled only with those irnmediate family
members that ane with her at the time, which leaves behind
immediate fanrily members located elsewhere and extended

family members ufio ane not considered by CIC as

immediate family members regardless of the fact ttrat they
live in the same household. Once in Canada resettled

refugees may try to qponsor their family members through
the Family Reunification prograrn, but they are often
frustrated by financial and processing requirements. What
is needed is a bridging ofthe family class and resefflement

programs. Members of ths immediate family of a resettled

refugee should also be resettled as the dependents of a
refugee. Similarly, relatives sharing a household with a
refugee, whether in the counfiy of origin or in the country
of asylum, should also be resettled as dependents of a
refugee.

Throughout the report ane general recommendations, which
also relate to resettlement such as the items on Partnership
and the Federal Court leave requirement for all those
selected from overseas. Of all the items in the report, the
Ieave requirement is the most serious setback for overseas
resettlement. It is a well-known fact that the overseas
process has problems with inconsistencies in decision-
making. Currently, there is no appeal of the decision of a
visa officer, but a refugee can seek judicial review of a
refusal to the Federal Court of a negative decision for
reasons such as errors of [aw. The White Paper proposes
to diminish these meager appeal rights. The rationale for
this move is to make the overseas process consistent with
the inland process which also requires leave. In doing thisn
the Minister has opted for the lowest common denominator
instead of improving Federal Cotrt access for the inland
system.

While the White Paper resefflement proposals
seem to be responsive to LRAG issues they are
part of a larger effort CIC has underway to adjust
its overseas resettlement system through the
introducti on o f its "Refugee Resettl ement Mode I' 

o

(RRM). The RRM involves a series of
recorlmendations that were developed by CIC in
consultation with NGOs to improve the current
system of refugee identification, selectior,
destining and settling in Canada. The White
Paper recommendations are in many ways the tip
of the iceberg of the proposals within the RRM.

It is important that NGOs are vigilant in ensuring that the
White Paper proposals concerning the overseas process

have an authentic positive impact and not simply endorse
the status quo. The White Paper in many ways presents an
opportunity. Instead of attiempting to ward off harmful
new measuresr the ptoposals set out goals that are
genuinely welcome. Funher, it p:ovides an opportunity to
propose other measures which would strengthen
resettlement such as improved communication and
consistency ofdecision-making. The challenge is to ensure
that the goals set out in the White Paper result in
meaningful msasunes so that Canada's resettlement
program is an effective and truly htrmanitarian prograrn.

Michael Cassasola is Director of the RefuSee Office af
the Diocese of London, Ontario.
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international crime.
Detention for the ttuncooperativett claimant.

fcanadalmmigration presently enjoys but does not use

-- 

| r t. l - . -.routinely because it is too expensive the power to
detain people who refuse to cooperate in identiffing
themselves. CIC is concerned about the 70% of
refugee claimants who, it claims, currently arrive
without documents or with false documents. The
report is vague about what sort of "measures" CIC has
in mind for people like this but has talked about a
reversed onus for establishing identity (ie. the
claimant's obligation to establish rather than CIC's)
and a negative presumption at the CRDD for the
improperly documented. That still more difficult
class, the "uncooperative," is not defined in the report
though the increased use of detention for
uncooperative claimants --the very thing that today is
deemed too expensive to be used-- is clearly a

favoured option.

Stays and appeals. Canada Immigration intends to
simplit'the complex ofrules which currently apply to
stays of removal. The present system of danger

eiffin f il'*:illT, N[:i1t 'l:,:fl:'"[ J:., I :

criteria. Needless to say, the report assures us that this
would enhance integrity.(2) Those convicted of
"serious crimes" who otherwise would enjoy an appeal
would lose it. The definition would of course be all-
important. What has been bruited about is a definition
based on length of sentence, a schedule of offences,
likely to reoftend or some combination ofthese things.

In brief the report is highly informed by enforcement
concerns. The streamlining provisions suggested for
the inland refugee system, for example, are all
premised upon a faster and more effective system of
removals for failed claimants. The population at large
may find none of this disagreeable while refugee
advocates must. Regrettably ) a report so keen on
transparency and integrity may well be lost on those
without a deeper interest.

(1) Gordon Maynard is the chair of the Immigration Section of the
Canadian Bar Association, B.C. Branch.
(2). at p. 53

Alistair Boulton is co-chair of the overseas
Protection and Sponsorship Working Group of the
Canadian Council for Refugees and President of
Lawyers International fo, Refugees.

address the need for gender sensitivity in
responding to refugees. h 1993, Canada
became the first cor;ntry to issue gurdelines
for women seeking refugee status on the
basis of gender-related persecution. In 1994,
the Minister of Citizenship and Irnmigration
issued a Declaration on Refugee Protection
for Women, in which the govemment
commiued itself to respecting women's
rights to receive international protection on
an equal basis with men. As the quote above
indicates the federal government has also
recognized that such sensitivity should be
manifested early in the policy development
stage. The current legislative review process

BUILDING ON A'TRONG FOUNDATION.
GENDERANALY'I'

BY J ETTY CHAKKALAKAL

In 1995, the Government of Canada

adopted a policy requiring the application of
Gender-Based Analysis in the policy
development and analysis process. All
federal departments and agencies are now
required to analyze their policies and

legislation to take into account their
differing impacts on women and men
...Gender-Based Analysis is good public
policy" "Gender Based Analysis: A
Quick Guide for Policy-Makers " (brochrne)

lStatus of Women Canada.

- Canada is recogm?Fd the world over as a

leader in recognizf,ng and attempting to
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BUILDING ON A'TRONG FOUNDATION.
SETTLETvfENT

BY NANCY

The new White Paper, Building on a Strong
Foundation.fo, the 2Ist Century: New Directions for
Immigration and Refugee Policy and Legislation is
almost totally silent on the subject of sefflement
seryices.

Given that the paper pu{ports to be a blue print for new
immigration legislation, it is not surprising that
settlement senrices are not included. Sefflement
services are not written
into legislation, they are

governed by policies
and procedures. The
really important factor
for settlement senrices is
the annual budget

,'trfi"ff:Tn,il:H
is there to spend. The
report says nothing
about spending on
settlement senrices, but
what is perhaps more surprising, the report says

nothing about the importance of settlement seryices.

Settlement agencies play a key role in making the
immigration system work and making the immigration
experience a success.

For example, in the entire Ottawa region there is only
one Canada Immigration Centre and that centre closes

at lpm because it simply does not have enough staffto
see clients. When clients need help with forms or want
to make an enquiry, the CIC regularly refers them to a
settlement agency. I am sure that this is the same in all
regions. We all keep stacks of forms for all kinds of
immigration procedures in our offices. We sit wittr our
clients to fill them out and we work through the
endless procedures together. Our work is essential to

fraking the immigration system work. How many of
-our clients could ever successfully navigate the system

without our help?

WORSFOLD

over the past 5 years with all of the cutbacks, the
Department of Immigration has been reducing its
hours, moving to "mail in", and generally making
themselves less and less accessible to the public.
While this has generated more and more work for
settlement agencies, there has been no
acknowledgement of this increase in our workload. I
would like to highlight two key problems that the
cutbacks have created for settlement agencies:
overload and lack of training.

Until now, there has been no increase in frontline
settlement seryices in Ontario. Although there is now
new money available in the sector, it is not clear how
much will be spent in increasing frontline settlement
work. In fact, somewhat ironically, a greatemphasis
has been placed on outreach projects and increasing
senrice accessibility. on one hand, it is clearly
important that we reach clients early in the settlement
process, but on the other hand, if we generate more
demand for our seryices, we will need more workers
to serye them. I don't think that there are currently
many idle settlement workers waiting for new clients
to come to their agency. In fact, the prevailing
atmosphere in settlement agencies is one of worker
overload. We are seeing more and more clients who
have ever more complex problems.

As all the immigration paper work lands on the desks
of settlement workers, agencies need to keep
up-to-date on changes to immigration law,
regulations, policy, processes, changes in the forms
and on and on. Ifthis White Paper ever is written into
law or even if some of the proposed regulatory
changes are actually made, ou workers need to be
informed and need to be trained in new procedures.
Although it may be different in other regions of the
country, in Ottawa this simply doesn't happen. In the

Quebec and B.C. regions there are functioning
NGO-CIC committees which could address this kind
of issue, but in Ontario there seems to be no similar
vehicle of communications.
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of death. The following true stories (names are
fictitious) will provide readers with complexities of

,-fu*ily separation in Canada and the inadequacy ofthe
'Jurrent Immigration policies and practices.

Flix is a Convention refugee and a survivor oftorture.
He has been detained and persecuted at the hands of
both his govemment and the paramilitary groups.
According to a psychiatric report he "is suffering from
symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder as a
result of political detention, torture and fear for his
life" in his country of origin. As a Convention refugee
in Canada,he has applied for family reunification and
the Canadian govemment has accepted hi s application.
The Canadian embassy in a country neighbouring to
the country of his origin is processing his wife's file.
She has escaped to the neighbouring country waiting
for several months tmder tremendous stress and with
no support in the neighbouring country while they are
processing her visa.

Flix has been involuntarily
separated from his wife for the
last three years. As a
: Convention refugee, it is not

Mina is presently under heary medication and is on the
verge of losing her ability to firnction.

As a depressed woman who has faced torture and
trauma and is still suffering from the after-effects of
tortwe, Mina is incapable of providing proper care for
her children. What will follow is a testimony given by
her physician: "The mother has been under lots of
stress as a new immigrant with four children in critical
ages. This family is suffering from emotional disorder
and the mother has been under the treatment for major
depression and she is presently taking anti-depressant
medications. The mother is crying for help, she wants
her husband to be permitted to come to Canada and
join the family and share the responsibilrty of raising
children."

Given Mina's present depression, the children are at a
great risk as her condition renders her incapable of
caring for them. There have been instances of the
children roaming the streets looking for their father.
The children have continuously bought their father
gifts as they expect his arrival.

I am extremely anxious for Mina, os there is a
possibility that her husband be deemed inadmissible
to Canada. In a similar case, the Canadian embassy
considered a situation such as this one as "a crime
punishable with 10 years of imprisonment in Canada."
This would make him inadmissable.

Gary and his wife Lisa are both professionals. They
received their citizenship in 1987. They were living
happily till their country of origin went through a

drastic geopolitical change. In late I996,they came to
know about the bombardment of their village. They
tried to trace their families through the International
Red Cross Organization. After months of living
between hope and fear, they were informed about the
massacre of their entire family by the invading army.
An old uncleo two sisters, a niece, and two nephews
miraculously escaped the massacre. They had escaped
the region to join thousands of other displaced people.
The couple made their best efforts and traced their
location. After a lull, Gary and Lisa travelled to their
war-ravaged country of origin. They visited surviving
members of their family and helped them with their
accommodation. Theyputthem all up in a big room in
a semi-neutral zone.

,, - I 
,,i1, ,,, ,',' , possible for him to travel

,', '',,,,,tffi outside canada. His wife is

ffif:ilt;,:ffiTfrffi::
Flix has applied for a travel document but his
application has been turned down because he does not
yet have landed status in Canada. It should be noted
that in the case of family sponsorship, Convention
refugees become landed with their families. He is not
able to obtain a Minister's Permit for a travel
document, because he does not have a passport. He
thus faces a vicious circle on different fronts.

This is, unfortunately, the case with many Convention
refugees in need of travel documents to visit their
loved ones and to facilitate their family reunification

Mina is a mother of four children and a victim of
_torture. Her husband has spent 7 weeks in detention

3 a foreign country as a result of his attempt to travel
-illegally to Canada in the hope ofjoining his family.

She and her children have been going through the

agony of fu
5PRlN6 1999 1)
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It is tlrfortrurate that the White Paper has not even
partially addressed the problem of refugees who need

.1o visit their family members overseas. This is being

eone despite the clear provision ofthe article 28 ofthe
Refugee Convention which suggests that the

"contracting states shall issue to refugees, lawfully
staying in their territory, travel documents for the
putpose of travelling outside their territory. ... u'

While I agree with the White Paper that the new
legislation must "reflect new social realities and
ensure that rules are clear, fair and consistent", I
further believe that Canada

should continue with its long
tradition of family
reunifi cation as a humanitarian
attitude as well as o'a tool of
social integration and for the
building of communities".
Refugees, as most vulnerable
and marginalised groups, should be granted special
protection.

The above considerations prompt me to come up with

1}r following recommendations :

V. Continue with the current provision of exempting
Convention refugees from financial requirements
while sponsoring their families overseas. The current
provision must be improved at least in 3 areas:

a. Cancellation ofthe 'head tax' and the processing fee

as a source of hardship for Convention refugees and a

major hindrance towards family reunification;
b. Convention refugees should be able to sponsor their
families with no time limit even if they sponsor their

families after obtaining landed status. They must be
exempted from financial requirements;
c. Addressing the emergency situations by adding a

special provision permitting bringing to Canada the
families ofConvention refugees (and refugee claimants
in condition of high risk) and processing their landing
within the country;
2. Remove the age limit and medical inadmissibility
for handicapped members of family abroad;
3.'Criminal inadmissibility' for people convicted as a
result of travelling illegally to join their families
should be eliminated;
4. Broaden the definition of family class to include
siblings and the family nucleus that has taken shape
during transition, living in camps or the first countries
of asylum;
5. Continue with current practice of sponsoring
spouses and children with no legal status within
Canada;
6. Reduce the length of sponsorship across the board to
the level of Quebec (3 years);
7 . Consider special provisions for issuing visitor visas
to relatives of Canadian citizens and pennanent
residents abroad;
8. Issue travel documents to Convention refugee and
rescind the current requirement of their landed status.

Ezat Mossallanejad worlcs as o Policy Analyst and
Advocate at the Canadian Centre for Victims of
Torture. He is the Editor of Rtfrgee Update.

The favoured moment of llth March 1998 is an

tmforgettable day for me as I received a letter from
the CIC office in Islamabad regarding the interview.
The interview was successful and I was accepted as

an immigrant. This was both good and bad news as

they rejected my parents because they were
inadmissible and ineligible. I hate these words and
I have removed them from my personal dictionary.
However, I was left with no option and had to leave

THE REFUGEE HAT
BY AHMAD WALI

I was obliged to wear the hat of a refugee in 1994. It
was at the end ofthat year that I left behind my home,
culture, independence and other values one has as a

human being.
I lived in Pakistan for almost four years. Our family

(T*T:l i:'ff .ffi ; Hili"J#H tri,T lffi' fr
three years to hear an answer from the CIC in
Islamabad. We had almost forgotten it.
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all because I wanted to remove the refugee hat. To
travel as a refugee is one of the hardest things you can
ever experience. You leave for an wrknown place
with no clues whatsoever.
When I arrived in Canada I was wannly welcomed at
the airport and then accommodated at an immigration
reception centre called COSTI. I still had my refugee
hatwith me. New life, new culture and new challenges,
again for a refugee these things are mandatory. As a
refugee you aspire and wish to have your basic human
needs such as access to educationo work and a decent
and modest life. That is the wish of every single
displaced person.
Living in Toronto with its multicultural environment is
very unique. After a month in Toronto I was in a
discouraged state. I looked in the mirror and the refugee
hat was still on my head. One morning my counsellor
at the Reception Centre told me about a conference that
sounded very interesting to me. It was a CCR

FCJ

(canadian council for Refugees) conference. I was
invited to go, which was a big surprise for me. I hadl
many queries in my mind about that conference, ,.r.h-
as whom could I meet and who would listen to me.
Believe it or not, I was able to see the Minister of
citizenship and Immigration (our Minister) from few
metres. For a newcomer this is a dream. During that
conference everyone was listened to and heard for
their problems. Resolutions were passed and hopes
were raised. I quickly went out of the conference room
and looked in the mirror. The refugee hat was no
longer on my head. Now after returnirg from the
conference I am no longer looking in the mirror
dreading that the hat might be on my head again. I
have given a certain time for myself and am hoping to
hear the results of the CCR conference. I might try to
look in the mirror again.

Ahmad wali is a convention refugee living in Toronto
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